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(54) Neutron generator tube ion 
source control apparatus 

(57) A pulsed neutron well logging 
system includes a neutron generator 
tube 68 of the deuterium-tritium 
accelerator type and an ion source 
control apparatus providing extremely 
sharply time-defined neutron pluses. A 

low voltage control pulse supplied to an 
input 60 by t iming circuits (42, Fig. 2, 
not shown) turns a power FET 73 on via 
buffer-driver 72 whereby a 2000 volt 
pulse is produced in the secondary of a 
pulse transformer 74 and applied to ion 
source 70 of the tube 68. A rapid fall in 
this ion source control pulse is ensured 
by a quenching circuit wherein a 
one-shot 61 responds to the falling 
edge of the control pulse at input 60 and 
produces a 3 microsecond delay to 
compensate for the propagation delay 
th rough element 7 2 , 7 3 , 7 4 . A second 
one-shot 62 is triggered by the falling 
edge of the output of one-shot 61 and 
gives an 8 microsecond pulse to turn on 
power FET 63 which, via an isolation 
transformer 64, turns on 
series-connected transistor 65 ,66 to 
ground the secondary of pulse 
transformer 74 and the ion source 70. 
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SPECIFICATION 

Neutron generator tube ion source control 
apparatus 

5 
The present invention relates to pulsed neutron 

wel l logging and particularly to apparatus for con-
troll ing the output of a neutron generator. 

Modern well logging techniques have led to the 
10 utilization of downhole pulsed neutron well logging 

systems. In particular, the measurement of earth 
format ion thermal neutron decay t imes o r t h e rm a l 

• neutron lifetimes has become an important factor in 
determining residual oil saturations in earth forma-

15 tions i n t h e vicinity of a wel l borehole. In our copend-
ing U.S. application Serial No. 182,172, fi led August 
28 ,1980 , a the rma l neutron decay t ime system is 
described which provides improved measurements 
of the thermal neutron l ifetime of earth formations in 

20 the vicinity of a borehole. In the copending applica-
t ion, the thermal neutron lifetime measurements 
utilize a pulsed neutron source of the deuterium-
tr i t ium accelerator type and dual spaced detectors 
for making determinations of the thermal neutron 

25 l ifetime of borehole and format ion components of 
the thermal neutron lifetime simultaneously. 

In making the measurements according to the 
techniques disclosed in the previously ment ioned 
copending application, the pulsed neutron source is 

30 turned on and off at a rate of approximately 1000 
pulses per second. Relatively short duration (10-30 
microsecond) neutron pulses are used in this sys-
tem. It has been found highly desirable to have pre-
cise control over the rise and fall t ime of the neutron 

35 pulses for making measurements according to the 
system disclosed in the aforement ioned copending 
application. The precise short rise and fall t imes of 
the neutron pulses are advantageous for thermal 
neutron decay t ime measurements and as well being 

4 0 advantageous for other types of pulsed neutron log-
ging measurements such as carbon oxygen ratio 
inelastic scattering measurements. 

T h e present invention provides apparatus for con-
troll ing the output of a neutron generator tube hav-

45 ing an ion source and comprising: 
means for inputting an input control pulse having 

a leading edge and a trailing edge; 
means, responsive to said input control pulse, for 

producing an ion source voltage pulse of voltage 
50 higher than the voltage of said input control pulse 

and at a t ime after receipt of said input pulse; and 
means, responsive to said input control pulse, for 

quenching, after a t ime delay f rom receipt of said 
input control pulse, said ion source control pulse, 

55 thereby providing a sharply t ime defined neutron 
output f r o m said generator tube. 

In a preferred embodiment of the present inven-
tion, a downhole wel l logging system and surface 
equipment are disclosed for providing thermal neut-

60 ron decay t ime measurements of the earth format ion 
and borehole fluid in a well logging environment. An 
ion source pulsing control circuit is used wi th a 

deuterium-tr i t ium accelerator type neutron source. 
Control signals to pulse the ion source are provided 

65 f rom t iming circuits in the wel l logging system and 
the ion source pulse circuit provides a very rapidly 
rising voltage pulse wi th a very rapid decay t ime to 
the ion source in such a neutron generator tube. The 
very rapidly rising and falling ion source control vol-

70 tage pulses are applied to the Penning type ion 
source utilized in deuterium-tr i t ium accelerator 
tubes. The rapidly rising and rapidly falling control 
voltage pulse produces more clearly defined t imew-
ise bursts of high energy neutrons than has hereto-

75 fore been possible wi th prior art neutron generator 
pulse control circuitry. 

The present invention may best be understood by 
reference to the subsequent detailed description of 
the preferred embodiment thereof given by w a y of 

80 example w h e n taken in conjunction wi th the accom-
panying drawings, in which: 

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating a 
pulsed neutron logging system according to the pre-
sent invention; 

85 Figure 2 is a schematic block diagram illustrating the 
electronic systems associated wi th the wel l logging 
system according to the present invention; and 

Figure 3 is a schematic circuit d iagram illustrating 
an ion source pulsing circuit according to the con-

90 cepts of the present invention. 
A wel l logging system is illustrated schematically 

in Figure 1. A w e l l borehole 10 is filled wi th borehole 
fluid 11 and penetrates earth formations 20 to be 
investigated. A downhole wel l logging sonde 12 is 

95 suspended in the borehold 10 via a conventional 
armored logging cable 13 in a manner known in the 
art and such that the sonde 12 may be raised and 
lowered through the borehole as desired. The well 
logging cable 13 passes over a sheave wheel 14 at 

100 the surface. T h e sheave wheel 14 is electrically or 
mechanically coupled, as indicated by dotted line 15, 
to a wel l logging recorder 18 which may comprise an 
optical recorder or magnet ic tape recorder, or both, 
as known in the art. The record of measurements 

105 made by the downhole sonde 12 may thus be 
recorded as a function of the depth in the borehole 
10 of the sonde 12. 

In the downhole sonde 12, a neutron generator 21 
is supplied wi th high voltage (approximately 100 

110 kilovolts) for its operation by a high voltage power 
supply 22. Control and te lemetry electronics 25 are 
utilized to supply control signals to the high voltage 
supply 22 and the neutron generator 21 and to tele-
meter information measured by the downhole 

115 instrument to the surface via the logging cable 13. 
Longitudinally spaced f rom the neutron generator 

21 are two radiation detectors 23 and 24. Radiation 
detector 23 and 24 may comprise, for example, thal-
l ium activated sodium iodide crystals which are 

120 optically coupled to photomult ipl iertubes. The 
detectors 23 and 24 serve to detect g a m m a radiation 
produced in the surrounding formations 20 and the 
borehole 10 resulting f rom the action of the neutron 
generator 21 in emitt ing pulses or burst of neutrons. 

The drawing(s) originally filed were informal and the print here reproduced is 
taken from a later filed formal copy. 
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A neutron sheilding material 28 having a high 
density matter content or large scattering cross sec-
t ion is interposed between the neutron generator 21 
and the dual spaced detectors 23 and 24 in order to 

5 prevent direct irradiation of the detectors by neut-
rons omit ted by the neutron generator 21. Shielding 
29 m a y also be interposed between the detectors 23 
and 24, if desired. 

U p o n activation of the neutron generator 21, a 
10 burst or pulse of neutrons of f r o m 10-30 mic-

roseconds duration is initiated and is emit ted into 
the wel l borehole 10, the borehole f luid 11 and 
through the steel casing 26 and cement layer 27 sur-
rounding the steel casing into earth formations 20 

15 being investigated. The neutron burst is moderated 
or s lowed d o w n by scattering interactions such that 

. the neutrons are all essentially at thermal energy in a 
shor t t ime . The thermalized or thermal neutrons 
then begin capture interactions wi th the elemental 

20 nuclei of constituents of the earth formations 20 pore 
spaces in the formations 20 and borehole f luid com-
ponents in the borehole 10. 

The capture of neutrons by nuclei of e lements 
comprising the earth format ions 20 and their pore 

25 spaces produce capture g a m m a rays which are emit-
t ed and which impinge upon detectors 23 and 24. A 
vol tage pulse is produced f r o m the photomult ipl iers 
of detectors 23 and 24 for each g a m m a ray so 
detected. These voltage pulses are supplied to the 

30 electronic section 25 w h e r e they are counted in a 
digital counter and te lemetered to the surface via a 
conductor 16 of the wel l logging cable 13. A t the 
surface, a surface electronics package 17 detects the 
te lemetered information f rom the downhole sonde 

35 12 and performs processing functions in order to 
determine t h e thermal neutron decay t ime of earth 
formations and borehole components or other 
measurement information such as elemental deter-
minations of carbon and oxygen nuclei as desired. 

4 0 The surface electronics then supplies signals rep-
resentative of the measured quantit ies to the wel l 
logging recorder 18 where they are recorded as a 
function of borehole depth of the downhole sonde 
12. 

45 Referring n o w to Figure 2, a schematic block diag-
ram illustrating in more detail the electronic portions 
of the system of Figure 1 for measuring thermal 
neutron decay t imes is illustrated in more detail, but 
still schematically. Power f o r t h e operation of the 

50 subsurface electronics is supplied via a conductor of 
the wel l logging cable 32 to a conventional low vol-
tage power supply 31 and a high voltage power sup-
ply 34. The high vol tage power supply 34 may be of 
the Crockcroft-Walton multiple stage type and sup-

55 plies approximately 100 k i lovol tsfor the operation of 
the neutron generator tube 33. A replenisher heater 
37 is impregnated wi th additional deuter ium and 
maintains a pressure level of deuter ium gas inside 
the tu be 33 envelope sufficient to supply ion source 

60 36 wi th deuter ium gas for ionization. A target 35 is 
impregnated wi th tr i t ium and is maintained at a rela-
t ively high negative 100 kilovolt potential. T h e ion 
source is controlled by an ion source pulsing circuit 
41 which wil l t e discussed in more detail subse-

65 quently. W h e n supplied w i th a relatively low voltage 

p t ; „ i ; f r o m pulsing circuit 41 via control circuits or 
t iming circuits 42, the ion source 36 causes gas in the 
tube 33 envelope to become ionized and accelerated 
toward the target material 35. Upon impinging on 

70 the target material of target 35, the deuterium-ions 
interact thermonuclear ly wi th the tr i t ium nuclei in 
the target to produce neutrons which are then emit-
ted in a generally spherically symmetrical fashion 
f rom the neutron generator tube 33 into the borehole 

7 5 and surrounding earth formations. 
A replenisher control circuit 39 is supplied wi th 

samples of the neutron generator target current by a 
sampl ing circuit 38 and utilizes this to compare wi th 
a reference signal to control the replenisher current 

80 and thereby the gas pressure in the envelope of the 
neutron generator tube 33. T iming circuits 42 which 
comprise a master t iming oscillator operating at a 
relatively high frequency and an appropriate divider 
chains, supplies 1 kilohertz pulses to the ion source 

85 pulsed control circuit 41 and also supplies 1 second 
clock pulses to the neutron generator startup control 
circuit 40. Moreover , t iming circuit 42 supplies t w o 
megahertz clock pulses to a microprocessor and 
data storage array 44 and supplies t iming pulses to 

90 the background circuit 45 and counters 52 and 53. 
Similar ly, t iming signals are supplied to a pair of 
gain control circuits 48 and 49. 

The interaction of thermalized neutrons wi th nuc-
lei of earth formations materials causes the emission 

95 of capture g a m m a rays which are detected by 
detecors 46 and 47 (corresponding to the dual 
spaced detectors 23 and 24 of Figure 1). Voltage 
pulses f rom the detectors 4 6 and 47 are supplied to 
gain control circuits 48 and 49 respectively. The gain 

100 control circuits 48 and 49 serve to maintain the pulse 
height output of detectors 46 and 47 in a calibrated 
manner wi th respect to a known ampl i tude reference 
pulse. Output signals f rom t h e gain control circuits, 
corresponding to g a m m a rays detected by detectors 

105 4 6 and 47, are supplied to discriminator circuits 50 
and 51 respectively. T h e discriminator circuits 50 
and 51 serve to prevent low ampl i tude vol tage 
pulses f rom the detectors f rom entering the counters 
52 and 53. Typically, the discriminators are set at 

110 about 0.1-0.5 M E V threshold level to el iminate noise 
generated by the photomultipl ier tubes associated 
wi th detectors 46 and 47. T h e discriminator 50 and 
51 outputs are supplied to counters 52 and 53 which 
serve to count individual capture g a m m a ray events 

115 detected by the detectors 46 and 47. Outputs f r o m 
the counters 52 and 53 are supplied to the microp-
rocessor and data storage circuts 44. 

During a background portion of the detection 
cycle, a background circuit 4 5 is supplied wi th counts 

120 f rom the counters 52 and 53. This circuit also pro-
vides a disable pulse to the ion source control circuit 
41 to prevent pulsing of the neutron generator dur-
ing the background counting portion of the cycle. 
The background correction circuit 45, supplies back-

125 ground count information to microprocessor and 
data storage 44. Background m a y be stored and 
averaged for longer periods than capture data since 
at low discriminatorthresholds most background is 
f rom g a m m a ray activation in the detector crystals 

130 (Nal) which has a 27 minute half life. Better statistics 
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in the subtracted signals results. 
Digital count information f rom counters 52 and 53 

and background correction circuit 45 are supplied to 
the microprocessor and data storage circuit 44. Cir-

5 cuit 44 format the data and presents it in a serial 
manner to the te lemetry circuit 43 which is used to 
telemeter the digital information f rom the counters 
and background correction circuit to the surface via 
wel l logging cable 32. At the surface, a te lemetry 

10 interface unit 54 detects the analog telemetry vol-
tage signals f rom the logging cable 32 conductors 
and supplies them to a te lemetry processing unit 55 
which formats the digital count rate information rep-
resentating the counting rates f rom counters 52 and 

15 53 in the subsurface equipment in a format more 
convenient for processing via surface computer 56. 

The surface computer 56 may be programmed in 
accordance wi th a processing technique for extract-
ing physical parameters indicative of the presence of 

20 hydrocarbons in the earth formations in the vicinity 
of a wel l borehole. 

Thermal neutron decay or thermal neutron 
l ifetime measurements of the borehole component 
and earth format ion component in the vicinity of the 

25 borehole m a y result f rom such calculations. Alterna-
tively, parameters such as the carbon and oxygen 
content of the earth formations m a y result f rom such 
processing. In any event, output signals represent-
ing formation parameters of interest are supplied 

3 0 f rom the computer 56 to a f i lm recorder 57 and a 
magnetic tape recorder 58 for recording as a func-
t ion of borehole depth. 

Referring n o w to Figure 3, an ion source pulse con-
trol circuit (represented by 41 of Fig. 2) is illustrated 

35 in more detail, but still schematically. An inputter -
minal 60 is supplied wi th a low voltage control pulse 
f rom t iming circuit 42 of Fig. 2 as indicated. This 
control pulse signals the circuit of Fig. 3 to begin to 
turn on the 2,000 volt control vol tage to the ion 

4 0 source 70 of the neutron generator tube 68 of Fig. 3. 
The neutron generator tube is supplied with a target 
high voltage on target 69 f rom the high voltage sup-
ply of Fig. 2. Addit ionally, a t w o ampere current 
source 67 supplies current to replenisher71 of the 

45 neutron generator tube of Fig. 3. 
The ion source control pulse generator circuit of 

Figure 3 comprises a voltage comparator circuit 72, a 
power field effect transistor (FET) 73, a pulse trans-
former 74 and associated transient suppressor 

50 devices 7 6 , 7 7 , 7 8 and resistors 79-83. 
In Figure 3 an approximately 15 volt control pulse 

. is applied to input terminal 60 having a duration of 
approximately 20 microseconds. This pulse is 
applied to voltage comparator circuit 72 and its 

55 associated components, resistors R1(80), R2(81), 
R3(79), R4(82) and R5(83) which acts as a non invert-
ing buffer-driver for the V M O S power FET 73. T h e 
output of voltage comparator circuit 72 is also an 

. approximately 15 volt pulse which has sufficient 
60 power to turn the V M O S power FET 73 on or off in 

less than 0.5 microseconds. This power FET 73 acts 
as a semiconductor single pole single throw switch. 
W h e n power FET 73 is turned on a current path is 
provided in the primary winding of pulse trans-

65 former 74. W h e n power FET 73 is turned off, there is 

no current f low in the pr imary winding of trans-
former 74. W h e n the power FET 73 is turned on and 
then (approximately 10-30 microseconds later) 
turned off, a 2000 volt pulse is produced in the sec-

70 ondary winding of pulse transformer 74 which is 
applied to the ion source 70 of the neutron generator 
tube 68. 

Transient suppressors 7 6 , 7 7 and 78 are used to 
prevent damage to sensitive components. W h e n the 

75 current in the pr imary winding of the transformer 74 
is abruptly interrupted, the wel l known flyback vol-
tage pulse is induced in the pr imary winding of 
transformer 74. Diode 84 dampens or dissipates the 
energy stored in transformer 74 and transient sup-

80 pressors 7 6 , 7 7 and 78 clamp the fly ba. \ pulse at a 
safe level to prevent d a m a g e to power FET 73 and 
voltage comparator 72. Diode 85 in the secondary of 
transformer 74 insures that the voltage applied to 
ion source 70 of tube 68 has the proper polarity for 

85 its operation. 
The control circuit of Fig. 3 further comprises t ime 

delay logic circuit 61 and 62, power field effect trans-
istor 63, isolation transformer 64 and t w o high vol-
tage bipolar transistors 65 and 66, which act to 

90 rapidly quench the ion source 70 control voltage 
pulse at the proper t ime. 

The purpose of the t ime delay logic circuit, which 
comprises one shots 61 and 62, is to insure that the 
high voltage power transistors 65 and 66 are turned 

95 on at the proper t ime after power FET 73 has acted. 
T w o C O S M O S one-shots, 61 and 62, are connected 
in series. The first one shot 61 is tr iggered by the 
falling edge of the ion source control pulse f rom 
input terminal 60. The falling edge of the ion source 

100 control pulse f rom terminal 60 occurs approximately 
3 microseconds before the 2000 volt ion source 
pulse begins to fall. This delay, compensated for by 
the t ime delay logic is propagation delay through the 
pulse generator circuit previously described and the 

105 pulse transformer 74. The output pulse width of the 
first one shot 61 is set to approximately 3 mic-
roseconds. This represents the propagation delay of 
the circuits and is a positive voltage pulse. The sec-
ond one shot 62 is tr iggered by the falling edge of 

110 the first one shot output pulse. This occurs 3 mic-
roseconds after the falling edge of the ion source 
input control pulse at 60 due to the delay provided 
by one shot circuit 61. The output pulse width of the 
second one shot 62 is set to approximately 8 mic-

115 roseconds duration. This output pulse f rom the sec-
ond one shot 62 forms the gate drive signal f o r t h e 
power field effect transistor (FET) 63. 

T h e eight microsecond pulse f rom the second one 
shot 62 turns on the power FET63 which in turn 

120 applies current to isolation transformer 64 pr imary 
winding. Current in the primary winding of isolation 
transformer 64 causes induced current to f low in its 
t w o secondary windings. These secondary winding 
currents cause current to f low f rom the base to the 

125 emitter of both o f t h e high voltage bipolar transistors 
65 and 66 causing both transistors to turn on. 

W h e n both high voltage transistors 65 and 66 are 
turned on they provide a very low resistance path 
f rom the ion source 70 of neutron generator tube 68 

130 to ground. This causes the ion source voltage pulse 
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induced in the secondaries of the ion source pulse 
transformer 74 and appl ied to ion source 70 to shut 
off or quench rapidly. T w o high voltage transistors 
65 and 66 are used to share the approximately 2000 

5 volt ion source pulse produced by transformer 74. 
This 2009 volts exceeds the normal voltage break-
d o w n rating of each separate transistor. However , 
w h e n t w o transistors are connected in series they 
wil l wi thstand the 2000 volt pulse. 

10 Using this ion source control circuit, just 
described, the fall t i m e of the ion source pulse is 
approximately 0.8 microseconds. Wi thout the t w o 
fast switching high voltage transistors 65 and 66, the 
fall t i m e of the 2000 volt pulse provided by the sec-

15 ondary w ind ing of transformer 74 wou ld b e approx-
imately 10 microseconds. Thus, it is seen that the 
foregoing ion source pulse control circuit provides 
an ext remely sharp t ime resolution on the 2000 volt 
generator control pulse supplied to the ion source 70 

2 0 of the neutron generator tube 68. This provides for a 
much sharper defined, in t ime duration, neutron 
output f rom the tube 68 than w o u l d otherwise be 
obtainable. 
CLAIMS 

25 1. Apparatus for controlling the output of a neut-
ron genera tor tube having an ion source and com-
prising: 

means for inputting an input control pulse having 
a leading edge and a trail ing edge; 

30 means, responsive to said input control pulse, for 
producing an ion source vol tage pulse of voltage 
higher than the vol tage of said input control pulse 
a n d at a t ime after receipt of said input pulse; and 

means, responsive to said input control pulse, for 
35 quenching, after a t ime delay f rom receipt of said 

input control pulse, said ion source control pulse, 
thereby providing a sharply t ime defined neutron 
output f rom said generator tube. 

2. Apparatus according to claim 1 where in said 
40 quenching means is arranged to be rendered oper-

able after a t ime delay at least as long as the propag-
ation delay for electrical signals of said means for 
producing the ion source voltage pulse. 

3. Apparatus according to claim 1 or 2 where in 
4 5 said quenching means is arranged to effectively 

ground said ion source vol tage pulse source. 
4 . Apparatus according to claim 1 , 2 or 3 where in 

said means for producing the ion voltage pulse 
includes a pulse transformer having a pr imary wind-

50 ing and a secondary winding. 
5. Apparatus according to claim 4, and compris-

ing transient suppressor means connected to the 
pr imary winding of said pulse transformer for dis-
sipating energy stored in the pulse transformer 

55 w h e n the pulse transformer is grounded and 
where in said quenching means is arranged to effec-
tively ground the secondary winding of said pulse 
transformer after a predictable delay f rom receipt of 
said input pulse. 

60 6. Apparatus for controll ing the output of a neut-
ron generator tube of the deuterium-tr i t ium 
accelerator type to produce sharply t imewise 
defined pulses of neutrons for we l l logging use, 
comprising: 

65 means for supplying a relatively low voltage input 

cc.;.:?-jI pulse having approximately a square w a v e 
waveform; 

means for ampli fying said input control pulse to 
provide an ampli f ied switching pulse; 

7 0 first electronic switching means, responsive to 
said ampli f ied switching pulse, for controlling a vol-
tage source applied to a pr imary winding of a rela-
tively high voltage pulse transformer; 

delay means responsive to said input control pulse 
75 for producing a t ime delayed secondary control 

pulse in response thereto, an electronic quenching 
means operably connected to the secondary wind-
ing of said pulse transformer, and second electronic 
switching means responsive to said t ime delayed 

80 control pulse for controlling said quenching means, 
whereby said first and second electronic switching 
means operate in t imed relationship with each other 
to produce a rapidly rising relatively high voltage 
pulse in said secondary winding of said pulse trans-

85 former which is quenched in a t imed relationship by 
said quenching means, and which is arranged to be 
supplied to the ion source of an accelerator type 
neutron generator tube. 

7. Apparatus according to claim 6 where in said 
90 quenching means comprises a buffer transformer 

and at least one solid state switching transistor con-
nected in series relationship wi th the secondary 
winding of said pulse transformer and ground. 

8. Apparatus according to claim 7 where in said 
95 quenching means functions by supplying a very low 

resistance ground path to the secondary winding of 
said pulse transformer upon turning on said at least 
one solid state switching transistor in response to 
said secondary control pulse. 

100 9. Apparatus according to claim 6 , 7 or 8 where in 
said delay means responsive to said input control 
pulse provides a delay at least as long as the prop-
agation delay of said ampli fying means, said first 
switching means and said pr imary winding of said 

105 pulse transformer for pulses of the operating fre-
quency of these circuits. 

10. Apparatus according to any one of claims 6 to 
9 and further including transient suppressor means 
in the pr imary winding circuit of said pulse trans-

110 former. 
11. A pulsed neutron wel l logging system com-

prising a neutron generator tube having an ion 
source, and apparatus according to any one of the 
preceding claims. 

115 12. A system according to claim 11 wherein the 
neutron genera tor tube is of the deuterium-tr i t ium 
accelerator type. 
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